DISTRICT SAILORS START CRUISE FAR TO SEA ON MONITOR PURITAN

Captain Stratton Proud Commander of 275 Brave Jackies.

Vital School Affairs Handled at Session of Education Board

Dr. Chancellor Submits Communication on Reynolds—Report Recommending Dismissals Approved—Normal Rules Set Aside.

Mrs. Hartje's Summer Spent Playing Tennis

Hemmed in by Circumstances, Defendant in Famous Divorce Suit Has Been Unable to Get Away From Home.

PITTSBURG, Pa., Sept. 13.—I have heard nothing about Miss J. B. Hartje of Philadelphia, who has been kept locked up in a sanitarium here, except that she was finally arrested the other day and sent to the city jail, and that her case will come up before the Court of Quarter Sessions this afternoon. After having been tried for weeks, the matter is now before the grand jury, who are expected to return the present as soon as the proceedings are concluded. The defendant in the famous divorce suit has been kept in confinement for more than a month, and has been unable to get away from her house, ready to take her place at the bar, and defend herself against the charges that have been made against her. The lawyer for the prosecution has not yet had an opportunity to examine the case, and it is not known when the trial will be held. The matter is expected at an early date.

MIDDELETOWN, Conn., Sept. 13.—The lawyer for the prosecution has not yet had an opportunity to examine the case, and it is not known when the trial will be held. The matter is expected at an early date.

REMAIN HERE THREE WEEKS

Party Consists of 115, and Congregant Main Street Show Will Be Carried Out.

The founder and chief officers of the United States congress, as well as the members of the executive council, have been invited to attend the meeting of the Grand Army of the Republic, which will be held here on Thursday. The matter is expected at an early date.

BRIDE'S WOODEN LEG CAUSE OF LAWSUIT

Release of Member Brings About Fine

Legislation for the Protection of Women.

STEAMER ON THE ROCKS; PASSENGERS IN DANGER

Oregon Goes Ashore in Alaska at Elinchur to Find William C. Morris.

ANARCHISTS THREATEN LIFE OF FALLIERS

Royal-Up at Meredith of Sexes by Rev. of Naval Review.

MONSTER TROUT FALL PREY TO YOUNG GOULD'S PATIENCE

ONE HAND GOOD AS TWO FOR KNOCKING OUT FOOTPAD.